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Abstract—We consider the optimal sensor scheduling problem
formulated as a partially observed Markov decision process
(POMDP). Due to operational constraints, at each time instant,
the scheduler can dynamically select one out of a finite number
of sensors and record a noisy measurement of an underlying
Markov chain. The aim is to compute the optimal measurement
scheduling policy, so as to minimize a cost function comprising of
estimation errors and measurement costs. The formulation results
in a nonstandard POMDP that is nonlinear in the information
state. We give sufficient conditions on the cost function, dynamics
of the Markov chain and observation probabilities so that the
optimal scheduling policy has a threshold structure with respect
to a monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) ordering. As a result, the
computational complexity of implementing the optimal scheduling
policy is inexpensive. We then present stochastic approximation
algorithms for estimating the best linear MLR order threshold
policy.

Index Terms—Bayesian filtering, monotone likelihood ratio
(MLR) ordering, partially observed Markov decision processes
(POMDPs), sensor scheduling, stochastic approximation algo-
rithms, stochastic dynamic programming, threshold policies.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the stochastic sensor scheduling problem considered in
this paper, noisy sensors are available for measuring

the state of a finite-state Markov chain. However, physical, com-
munication, or computational constraints impose the require-
ment that, at each time instant, the state of the Markov chain
can only be observed through one noisy sensor. The aim is
to devise a sensor management system that dynamically se-
lects which sensor to use at each time instant to optimize a
performance index and provide an estimate of the state of the
Markov chain. The performance index is typically formulated
so that more accurate sensors are more expensive to use. There-
fore, the fundamental question in sensor scheduling is how to
achieve an optimal tradeoff between sensor performance and
sensor usage cost for a partially observed Markov chain. The
above sensor scheduling problem belongs to the class of par-
tially observed Markov decision processes (POMDPs) [5], [11],
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[15]. POMDPs and stochastic sensor scheduling have recently
received much attention due to their multidisciplinary nature
and applicability in diverse areas such as radar resource man-
agement, scheduling in sensor networks, artificial intelligence,
and dynamic spectrum allocation [23]. Its multidisciplinary na-
ture transcends standard statistical signal processing to address
the deeper issue of how to dynamically minimize sensor costs
while simultaneously extracting a signal from noisy measure-
ments [7]. (See also [9] and [10].)

Context: While in principle, the optimal sensor scheduling
policy for a POMDP can be formulated as the solution of a sto-
chastic dynamic programming recursion, such recursions do not
lead to practically applicable algorithms. This is because un-
like a standard Markov decision process which has finite state
space, the state space of a POMDP lies on a simplex and is not
countable. Therefore, POMDPs are PSPACE hard problems to
solve [17]—they require exponential computational complexity
and memory. The literature on POMDPs abounds with heuristic
numerical methods for computing suboptimal policies. For ex-
ample, myopic (greedy) policies are used as a suboptimal so-
lution to a POMDP (see [9] and [10]). However, apart from the
notable paper [14], there are very few results in the literature that
analyse the structure of the optimal policy of a POMDP. Such
analysis is useful even if it holds under restrictive conditions
since it provides significant insight into the nature of the op-
timal policy and scope for justifying suboptimal methods when
the restrictive conditions are relaxed. The goal of this paper is to
analyze the structure of the optimal POMDP scheduling policy
and to give sufficient conditions under which the optimal policy
is provably a “threshold policy.”

Let us illustrate the usefulness of a threshold policy for op-
timal scheduling of a POMDP. The state of a POMDP is often
called the “information state” or “belief state” since it is a suffi-
cient statistic for all the past observations measured by the sen-
sors and past decisions made by the scheduler. For an state
Markov chain observed in noise via different sensors, the infor-
mation state at any time is an -dimensional probability vector

of nonnegative elements whose ele-
ments add to one. The state space of a POMDP is the space
of all such dimensional probability vectors and constitutes
an dimensional unit simplex. An optimal sensor sched-
uling policy can be viewed as a partition of the simplex, where
in each subset of the partition, one optimal action (sensor) is
used. Depending on the parameters of the POMDP, this parti-
tion of the simplex is unstructured and can be extremely intri-
cate. Fig. 1(a) illustrates an unstructured policy pictorially for
a two-sensor POMDP comprising a Markov chain with three
states. Computing the various regions in the simplex in Fig. 1(a)
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Fig. 1. Figures illustrate the optimal policy for a POMDP comprising of an state Markov chain with two actions . Fig. 1(a) illustrates the case
when the optimal scheduling policy is unstructured. Fig. 1(b) illustrates an example of a monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) threshold curve . For information
states to the left of the curve, the optimal action is ; otherwise, the optimal action is . Details of the construction of , , and , , etc., are given
in Section III-D.

that map to an action is prohibitively difficult and in general
PSPACE hard.

If the optimal scheduling policy is a threshold policy, then
it has a form depicted in Fig. 1(b) for the two-sensor case. A
threshold policy introduces a systematic partition of the simplex

and is of the form (where denotes the optimal sensor to
pick at time , see Theorem 2 for a precise statement):

if
if .

(1)

Here, is a threshold curve [see Fig. 1(b)] and is interpreted
as the monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) partial ordering on the
information state space , i.e., is a partially ordered set
(poset)—details are given in Section III. The nice property of
the threshold policy (1) is its simplicity in computation and im-
plementation: i) to compute the optimal policy, one only needs
to search for the optimal threshold curve offline as opposed
to solving a PSPACE hard dynamic programming recursion of-
fline; ii) to implement the policy in a real-time sensor scheduler,
simply pick at each time instant the action or
depending on the above threshold rule (1), with denoting the
Bayesian information state computed at time . In comparison,
for an unstructured POMDP, the memory required to implement
the optimal policy can be prohibitively large. Thus, if a POMDP
has an optimal threshold policy, it becomes practically useful. It
is of significant interest to derive sufficient conditions that yield
an optimal threshold sensor scheduling policy. This is our main
motivation.

Main Results and Outline: There are four main results in this
paper.

1) Nonstandard POMDP Formulation: We formulate in
Section II an infinite-horizon discounted-cost POMDP
that takes into account sensor usage cost and sensor
performance cost. We consider three types of sensor
performance cost: mean-square error, which leads to a
cost that is quadratic in the information state; entropy
of the state estimate, which leads to a cost that involves
the logarithm of elements of the information state; and

probability of error of the state estimate, which leads to
a max operator applied to the information state. All three
cases result in nonstandard POMDPs because the cost is
no longer linear in the information state. The resulting
nonstandard POMDP cannot be solved explicitly via
stochastic dynamic programming—see [11].

2) Monotone (Threshold) Optimal Sensor Scheduling
Policy: We present in Section III sufficient conditions
that ensure that the optimal sensor scheduling policy is
monotonically increasing in the information state with
respect to the MLR order for a nonstandard POMDP. The
main result (Theorem 1) leads to a threshold curve of
Fig. 1(b). The sufficient conditions we present generalize
the conditions of Lovejoy’s paper [14] in two ways: First,
we consider nonstandard POMDPs that are nonlinear in
the information state, and second, we consider a novel
MLR ordering over certain lines in the simplex resulting in
less restrictive conditions than the MLR ordering over the
entire simplex considered in [14]. Among the sufficient
conditions presented in Section III for the existence of
an optimal threshold policy, Assumption R) is the most
restrictive condition. It requires that for all but one of the
actions, the information state needs to be quantized on a
MLR grid. It is important to note that relaxing assumption
R) is a formidable task and is as yet an unsolved problem
in POMDPs that is not likely to be solved in the near future
(see [14] and [19]). Applied to the two-sensor case, R) can
be viewed as saying that if one is willing to sacrifice some
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the more accurate sensor
model by quantizing the Bayesian estimator when de-
ploying this accurate sensor, one can show that the optimal
scheduling policy is threshold—without this assumption,
the POMDP is computationally intractable since the
policy can be quite arbitrary. The conditions we present
are adequate for showing that the benchmark POMDP
machine replacement problem [14] (see Section IV-A)
has a threshold policy. Section IV also shows how the
assumptions can be justified for an approximate version
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of the sensor scheduling problem between an electronic
scanned array (ESA) radar and an infrared (IR) sensor.

3) When Is a Myopic Policy Optimal for a POMDP? The-
orem 3 of Section V shows that for a nonstandard POMDP
sensor scheduling problem between an optimal Bayesian
filter and predictor, for certain regions of the information
state space, a myopic scheduling policy is optimal. This re-
sult uses the concept of Blackwell ordering and requires no
conditions on the cost or transition probability matrix. This
result is useful since myopic policies have been widely
used as a suboptimal solution for POMDPs.

4) Characterization and Computation of Best Linear
MLR Threshold: Section VI focuses on algorithms for
estimating the optimal linear threshold, i.e., the optimal
linear hyperplane that partitions the simplex. Theorem 4
gives a condition on the hyperplane that is both necessary
and sufficient for the hyperplane to be the best linear
MLR threshold for the two-sensor case. Such a neces-
sary and sufficient condition is useful since we can then
characterize the best linear MLR threshold policy for the
sensor scheduling problem. We present a simultaneous
perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) [20] algo-
rithm to estimate this best linear MLR threshold. Note that
unlike optimal scheduling for unstructured POMDPs, the
computational complexity of the algorithms and threshold
scheduler proposed in this paper are independent of the
dimensionality of the observation set.

II. SENSOR SCHEDULING SIGNAL MODEL AND DYNAMIC

PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

We formulate the general dynamic sensor scheduling
problem as a POMDP. We focus in Section II-A on a sensor
scheduling example in target tracking. Sections II-B and II-C
formulate the dynamics and optimization objective of the
scheduling problem. The key difference compared to standard
POMDPs is the sensor performance cost in (12)
below. As shown in Section II-D, the stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) framework results in a nonlinear cost in terms
of the information state and thus a nonstandard POMDP. Our
motivation for sensor resource management stems from de-
fense applications in signal processing with flexible multimode
sensors. such as multimode ESA radars [3], [22]. Significant
improvements in tracking performance have been demonstrated
for systems with simple tracker driven sensor measurement
mode selection strategies [7].

A. Example: Radar Sensor Scheduling for Target Tracking

Consider an incoming aircraft where using various forms of
sensors available at a base station, the task is to minimize the
threat from an aircraft while simultaneously obtaining an accu-
rate estimate of the aircraft’s position. The sensors comprise of
an agile electronic scanned array radar which can operate in sev-
eral active modes, and a passive IR sensor that assists the radar
with cued track and target acquisition (see [3, Sec. 2.2]). The
choice of deciding between various modes of the radar and the
IR sensor arises due to the following tactical reason [3, pp. 985]:
Operating an active sensor is more overt and makes the location
of the base station more easily identifiable or visible to the air-
craft via the aircraft’s radar warning receiver. In comparison,

the passive IR sensor, while more stealthy, is more inaccurate.
The sensor scheduling problem has three components: target dy-
namics, sensor deployment action, and sensor measurements.

1) Target Dynamics: Let denote discrete
time. Assume is an -state Markov chain with state space

. Here, denotes the -dimensional unit vector
with 1 in the th position. models the evolution of a target
such as the distance of an aircraft relative to a base station.
The physical state of the Markov process is , where the

-dimensional vector is user defined with

with (2)

The elements are, for example, the quantized distance of the
target to the base station. The dynamics of the Markov chain
target are modeled by the transition matrix and initial proba-
bility vector :

(3)

2) Sensor Deployment Action: The sensor scheduling actions
are typically carried out on a slower time scale. Let
denote the time index for the slow time scale, which comprises
intervals of time in the fast time scale. At the beginning of the

th time interval, the sensor scheduler can choose one of pos-
sible sensors to deploy. Let denote
the sensor deployed at the th time interval. Once chosen, the
sensor is used until the end of the th interval. The th time
interval has length , where , are user-defined
fixed positive intervals of time. We will subsequently refer to

as the scheduling interval. To relate the slow time scale to
the fast time scale , define the discrete-time sequence as

, . So the th time interval, ,
comprises times .

3) Sensor Measurements: If the scheduler deploys sensor
in the th time interval, the deployed sensor

records the length observation vector , ,
where

(4)

The measurements recorded by the deployed sensor at
each time instant on the fast time scale belongs to a known
finite set of symbols . These measure-
ments are noisy versions (probabilistic functions) of the
underlying Markov chain state . In particular, denote the con-
ditional probability of the sensor registering an output

, given that the underlying Markov chain state is , as

(5)

These “symbol” probabilities (also known as observa-
tion likelihoods) are assumed known.
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For future reference, with fixed , define the
matrix , the -dimensional vector , the
probability vector , and the symbol probability
matrix as

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

(6)

B. Sensor Scheduling Dynamics and Information State

Denote the history of past observations and actions at the
scheduler as

(7)

We subsequently denote at as . Based on the his-
tory , the sensor scheduler computes the optimal Bayesian
state estimate of the Markov chain state defined as

. The estimate is computed using a hidden
Markov model (HMM) Bayesian state filter [6] as follows:

(8)

(9)

Here, represents an -dimensional vector of ones, and
is a normalization factor. Recall that the action

(i.e., sensor choice) is kept fixed during the length
scheduling interval while the length observation vector

is obtained. The -dimensional
column vector is referred to as the information state, since
(see [2]) it is a sufficient statistic to describe the history in
(7). Because is a unit vector , the elements
of are , .

Let denote the set of all information states . Note that
is an -dimensional unit simplex

for all
(10)

The Bayesian estimate lives in at each time . We call
the information state space.

The sensor scheduling problem proceeds in five steps for time
intervals .
Step 1) Sensor Choice: Based on , the sensor scheduler

deploys the sensor at the th

time interval. Here, the policy belongs to the set
of admissible stationary scheduling policies

maps to (11)

Step 2) Instantaneous Cost: An instantaneous cost
is incurred. As de-

scribed below, denotes the sensor usage
cost and the sensor performance cost.

Step 3) Target Evolution and Noisy Observations: The
target’s state trajectory evolves during the
interval as , according to
(3). Sensor observes the length noisy
observation vector according to the
distribution (5), (6).

Step 4) Update History and Bayesian State Estimate:
. Compute .

Step 5) Set and go to Step 1).

C. Sensor Scheduling Optimization Problem Formulation

The aim in optimal sensor scheduling is to compute the op-
timal sensor schedule to minimize the total discounted cost

over the set of admissible control laws defined in (11).
That is

where

(12)

Here, is a user-defined economic discount factor
to ensure that is finite. See [2] for an extensive treatment
of infinite-horizon discounted-cost problems and for motivation
in the choice of . Our aim is to give conditions under which
the optimal policy is monotone in . The first term

is the cost involved in using a sensor (i.e., the unit time
sensor charge) when the Markov chain is in a particular state.
The second term is the weighted error (or quality of ser-
vice) of the state estimate of the Markov chain state . Typi-
cally, there is trade off between the sensor quality of service and
usage cost. Active sensors such as radar are accurate and yield
small sensor estimation errors but are more expensive to use (in
terms of increased threat levels), whereas passive sensors, such
as sonar, are relatively inaccurate but are less expensive to use.

We now describe the sensor usage cost and sensor perfor-
mance cost in more detail.

1) Sensor usage cost: The sensor usage cost in (12) is
the instantaneous cost of using the sensor when the
state of the Markov chain is . Define the -dimensional
vector of sensor usage costs as

(13)

2) Sensor Performance Cost: The sensor performance cost
(or quality of service) in (12) is measured by
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how accurately the sensor generates an estimate of the un-
derlying Markov chain state . We use any one of the fol-
lowing three sensor performance costs, resulting in a non-
standard POMDP.

Case 1) Squared error of Bayesian state estimate: With
defined in (2) as the vector of quantized distances
of the target to the base station, the square error
performance cost in (12) is

(14)

Here, and , are user-defined pos-
itive scalar weights that allow different sensors
to be weighed differently. Taking expected value
of yields the mean-square error of the
Bayesian estimator (scaled by and translated
by ).

Case 2) Entropy based sensor performance cost: Con-
sider the case where the sensor performance
cost in (12) comprises entropy of the
information state:

(15)

Here, , is a linearly truncated ver-
sion of the logarithm function for near
zero (since is not Lipschitz and and
causes technical difficulties in our monotonicity
proofs):

(16)

Here, is a small user-chosen approx-
imation parameter. Thus, and its deriva-
tive are continuous and bounded from below for

. The intuition is that an inaccurate
sensor with cheap usage cost yields a Bayesian
estimate with a higher entropy compared to an
accurate sensor.

Case 3) Probability of error sensor performance cost:
Consider the maximum a posteriori (MAP) state
estimator sensor. Such a sensor “rounds off”
the optimal Bayesian estimate to the nearest
discrete state , where .
The cost in (12) is chosen as the prob-
ability of error of this MAP estimator:

where

(17)

Note represents the event that the
MAP estimator yields the

correct estimate of the unobserved Markov chain
. Thus, one minus the expected value of the

indicator function yields the error probability of
the MAP estimator.

D. Information State Formulation and Stochastic Dynamic
Programming Framework

We now convert the partially observed stochastic control
problem (12) to a fully observed stochastic control problem
defined in terms of the information state [2]. Due to the sensor
performance cost being a nonlinear function of the information
state, we end up with a nonstandard POMDP. The following
lemma re-expresses the cost function (12) in terms of the
information state. The proof is straightforward and omitted.

Lemma 1: The sensor scheduling cost function (12) in terms
of the information state is

where

(18)

For , , the square error (14), entropy (15), or prob-
ability of error cost (17), is

Square error

where (19)

Entropy

(20)

Probability of error

(21)

The above nonstandard POMDP can be viewed as the fol-
lowing fully observed control problem in terms of the informa-
tion state : Find the optimal sensor scheduling policy,

(11), which minimizes the infinite-horizon discounted-cost
function of (18), subject to the information state dynamics (8).

It is more convenient notationally to rewrite the POMDP
sensor scheduling problem described above in terms of max-
imizing the reward in (18). Hence, the optimal sensor
scheduling policy is such that . This
optimal stationary policy is the solution to the
following “Bellman’s equation” for [2] (where
and are defined in (18), (9)):

where

(22)

The value-iteration algorithm [2], [5] is a successive ap-
proximation approach for solving Bellman’s equation (22) and
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proceeds as follows: Initialize arbitrarily (for example
) and for iterations ,

updated the value function as

where

(23)

It can be shown [14] that the value iteration algorithm converges,
i.e., and
uniformly in .

Discussion: The above dynamic programming equation (22)
has two major problems.

1) The information state space of a POMDP is an uncount-
able set. Hence, the dynamic programming equations (22)
do not directly translate into practical solution methodolo-
gies. The problem is that at each iteration needs to
be evaluated at each , an uncountable set (see [15]
for details).

2) If the cost in (22) was a linear function of the infor-
mation state , then the above POMDP reduces to a stan-
dard POMDP. For a standard POMDP, the value function

is known to be piecewise linear and convex [15], but
computing these piecewise linear segments requires expo-
nential complexity and memory solve in general. However,
since is nonlinear in the information state, we have
a nonstandard POMDP sensor scheduling problem. There
is no known closed-form expression for for a non-
standard POMDP. Hence, the strong motivation to deter-
mine conditions under which the optimal scheduling policy
is threshold.

Remark on Target Dynamics: Instead of Step 3) in
Section II-B, another possibility is to model the target as a
Markov chain evolving on the slow time scale . That is, the
target’s state remains constant during the scheduling interval
of length , while the observation vector is recorded. For
this modified model, the information state update is modified
to have outside the product in (8), (9). All the results of this
paper hold for this model.

Remark on Cost Timing: Instead of the
in (12) and Step 2) of Section II-B, we can

use a more general cost. Denote this as
. This cost depends on both

the current state and next state. It can be rewritten in terms
of the original cost as ,

. For ex-
ample, consider the following usage cost and quadratic
performance cost case which, unlike (14), depends on
the next state:
where

. Denoting , the cost
can be expressed as (19) with , , .

III. MONOTONICITY OF OPTIMAL SENSOR
SCHEDULING POLICY

This section is organized as follows. Section III-A defines
MLR ordering and the less restrictive definition of MLR or-
dering along lines. Section III-B lists the sufficient conditions
required for a monotone policy. Section III-C presents the main
theorem on the monotone policy for sensor scheduling and we
explain why the main result is useful. The assumptions are dis-
cussed in Section III-E.

A. Monotone Likelihood Ratio Ordering on Lines

For a monotone policy to be well defined, we first need to
carefully define what is meant by , where is a threshold
information state—since both and are probability vectors.
In this paper we will use the MLR ordering and a specialized
version of the MLR ordering restricted to certain lines. As
detailed in [14], MLR ordering is ideal for information states
of POMDPs, since it is preserved after conditioning on any
information.

Definition 1 (MLR Ordering [16]): Let , be
any two information state vectors. Then, is greater than
with respect to the MLR ordering—denoted as , if

(24)

Similarly if in (24) is replaced by a .
MLR ordering over is a stronger condition than we require

to implement a threshold scheduling policy. It suffices for our
purposes to define MLR ordering over certain subsets of com-
prising of two types of lines. To define these two types of lines,
first define the facet as the -dimensional linear hyper-
plane which connects the vertices . Thus,
is an -dimensional simplex

and (25)

Fig. 1(b) pictorially illustrates the hyperplane for a POMDP
comprising of states. Now we construct the following
two types of lines within the information state space .

i) Lines : For any such , construct the line
that connects to . Fig. 1(b) pictorially illus-

trates this. Thus, comprises of information states
of the form:

(26)

ii) Lines : For any such , construct the line
that connects to . So

(27)

For notational simplicity, we denote a generic line
as and as . We are now ready to define
MLR ordering over the generic lines and .

Definition 2 (MLR Orderings and on Lines):
is greater than with respect to the MLR ordering on the line

—denoted as , if for some
, i.e., , are on the same line connected to , and

. Similarly if the is replaced by .
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Finally, , if for some , and
.

The MLR ordering defined above is a partial ordering
since by the definition above, it is not always possible to order
any arbitrary two information state vectors in . Thus,
constitutes a partially ordered set (poset). In comparison,

and are chains, see Definition
3 below. As shown in Lemma 3 below, all information state
vectors on and can be ordered. This
together with the facts that working with and

require less stringent conditions for proving
threshold policies, and that one can devise a computation
algorithm for estimating the thresholds over these lines, is the
reason why in the rest of this paper we primarily deal with
them.

We summarize the following well-known definitions of
posets which will be used subsequently.

Definition 3: Consider the poset comprising of the
simplex and MLR order .

i) Two elements , are said to be comparable if either
or .

ii) A subset of is called a chain if any pair of
elements , are comparable.

iii) An element is the greatest (respectively
least) when (respectively ) for every

. (The greatest and least element of a poset are
comparable to every other element.)

Quantized Information State : We now introduce the
following concept of a quantized information state that will be
used subsequently. Let be a user defined positive integer de-
noting the quantization degree of the simplex . The choice of

is discussed in Section III-D. Numerical studies (Section VII)
show can be chosen substantially smaller than for moderate
sized scheduling interval .

For a given , construct a partition of into regions
as follows. Each region is chosen as a

connected set that contains at least one representative informa-
tion state satisfying

for . Here denotes either , or

, depending on the ordering used. Then, define

with the constraint (28)

Thus, defines a quantized information state obtained by
“rounding off” to the nearest representative information state

, . There are numerous ways of constructing
the above partition . For convenience, in this paper
we use parallel linear hyperplanes as follows: Let the vector
denote the coefficients of a linear hyperplane. Choose the
partition of simplex such that

where

(29)

In the context of radar scheduling, the dimensional vector
can be chosen to represent a set of user defined quantized dis-

tances of the target from the base station. Then represents the
region of information state space when the estimated target’s
distance is between and . Finally, construct a line from

(25) to that goes through all the regions .
It is easily shown that such a line can always be constructed.
Choose a representative point on this line in each region ,

.

B. Assumptions for Monotone Optimal Scheduling Policy for
Nonstandard POMDP

The following assumptions will be used to prove that the op-
timal POMDP sensor scheduling policy is monotone. Re-
call is defined in (2) and the parameter in (16).

A1) The cost in (18) is MLR increasing
for , that is, implies

. A sufficient condition is the
sensor usage costs satisfy

Square error (19):

Entropy (20):

Probability of error (21):

A1’) in (18) is MLR increasing for . A
sufficient condition is that A1) holds with replaced by

and replaced by , .
A1’’) is MLR increasing for . A sufficient con-

dition is A1) holds with replaced by .
A2) The transition probability matrix in (3) is Totally positive

of order 2 (TP2). The transition probability matrix
is TP2, if all its second order minors are non-negative,

i.e., the determinants

A3) Symbol probabilities satisfy for .
( , is defined in (6)).

S) in (18) is supermodular for , i.e., it
satisfies Definition 5 in Appendix D. Sufficient conditions
are that the following hold for , and

defined in (16):

Square error (19):

Entropy (20):

Probability of error (21):

S’) is supermodular for , i.e., S)
holds with , replaced by , , respectively, for

.
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S’’) is supermodular for , i.e., S) holds with
replaced by .

R) For action , evolves
according to the Bayesian filter (8). For actions

, evolves according to the
Bayesian filter

with normalization factor
(30)

where the quantization and user defined information
vectors are defined in (28).

C. Main Result: Monotone Optimal Scheduling Policy for
Nonstandard POMDP

The following is the main result of this paper. It says that the
optimal sensor scheduling policy is monotone in . The
theorem gives three statements, namely monotonicity of
along lines towards , along lines towards , and over the
entire simplex . In terms of implementation, only Statements
1 and 2 are required. Statement 3 generalizes the conditions in
Lovejoy [14], which deals with linear costs.

Theorem 1 (Monotone Optimal Scheduling Policy): Consider
the nonstandard POMDP scheduling problem comprising of
sensors with dynamics in (8). Then, the optimal sensor sched-
uling policy defined in (22) has the following monotone
properties in each region , .

1) Monotonicity on lines : Under A1), A2), A3), S), and
R) implies .

2) Monotonicity on lines : Under A1’), A2), A3), S’),
and R), implies .

3) Monotonicity on : Under A1’), A2), A3), S”), and R),
then implies .

The proof comprises three steps detailed in Appendix Section A.

D. Why the Main Result Is Useful

We give a mathematical construction of how Theorem 1 leads
to the existence of unique threshold curves depicted in Fig. 1(b)
and hence a computationally feasible policy search procedure
for estimating them. Without the conditions of Theorem 1, the
optimal policy is not necessarily threshold and can result in an
arbitrarily complex partition of as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Theorem 2: Consider the POMDP sensor scheduling
problem with sensors. Assume statements (1) and (2) of The-
orem 1, i.e., A1), A1’), A2), A3), S), S’), and R) hold. Then, in
each region , , there exists a maximum of

unique threshold curves , . These
curves partition into a maximum of regions, denoted

, with optimal policy: if .
The proof of Theorem 2 is in Appendix Section E.
Remarks:
i) The above theorem says that in each region ,

, there are a maximum of threshold curves.
If in Assumption R), so that , then it fol-
lows that there are up to threshold curves in the
entire simplex . This special case which is of interest in
machine repair/replacement problems is termed Assump-
tion I) and is explained in Section III-E-4) below. For

, , the above theorem says that there
is a maximum of one threshold curve that partitions the
entire simplex [see Fig. 1(b)].

ii) To give more insight into the above theorem, let us
describe the mathematical construction of the threshold
curves . The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). For
each (25) and in each region , consider
the set of information states lying on the pair of lines

. Then the proof of Theorem
2 shows that under the conditions A1), A1’), A2), A3),
S), S’), and R), there are a maximum of unique
threshold information states ,
such that for

,

(31)
Thus, in each region , there are up to unique
threshold curves

(32)

iii) The term “a maximum of unique thresholds” in The-
orem 2 deserves further comment. There is the possibility
that it is never optimal to apply some action . In this
case, by Theorem 1, all actions will never be ap-
plied either. The thresholds are
termed degenerate.

iv) Another possibility is that all threshold information states
lie within line (27). In this atypical (and

less interesting) case, the entire threshold curve of
(32) lies inside the facet . This means that the entire
threshold curve lies on the surface of the simplex , i.e., it
lies within a or smaller subspace of . For example,
for , , this means that whenever the

th component of the information state is nonzero, it is
optimal to apply action 2. Note that the most typical and
interesting case depicted in Fig. 1(b) is where all threshold
information states lie on lines and the
threshold curve lies inside the simplex (apart from
the ends of the threshold curve which intersect the surface
of the simplex).

E. Discussion of Assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2

1) Assumption A1), A1’), and A1”): A1”) generalizes MLR
monotone conditions over for linear costs in Lovejoy’s
paper [14] to nonlinear costs (i.e., nonstandard POMDPs),
which are essential in sensor scheduling problems. Setting

in A1”) yields the linear cost condition in Lovejoy’s
paper [14]. Since or imply , any property that
holds for holds for or . Thus, A1”) is a sufficient
but much more restrictive condition for Statements 1 and 2 of
Theorem 1 to hold. In comparison, A1) and A1’) are tighter
sufficient conditions, i.e., much less restrictive conditions than
A1”). They relax the condition A1”) of MLR dominance of

over the entire simplex to MLR dominance only
on lines and . From an algorithmic point of view,
we show in Section VI, that the weaker requirement of MLR
dominance on lines , i.e., monotonicity with respect to

, is sufficient to derive and implement an optimal linear
threshold sensor scheduling policy. Such conditions cannot be
obtained for MLR dominance in .
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2) Assumptions A2) and A3): The assumptions on the transi-
tion matrix and observation probabilities of the sensors imply
that the Bayesian information state update and normal-
ization factor are MLR increasing in ; see Lemma 7 in
Appendix Section C. A2) and A3) can be justified in several ex-
amples; see Section IV. Furthermore, A3) can be relaxed as in
[14, Corollary 1.1] as follows: If for some permutation of the
columns of , the stochastic ordering assumption in A3) is
satisfied, then the results continue to hold. Assumptions A1),
A2), and A3) will be used to show that the value function
is monotone in in Appendix Section C.

3) Assumption S), S’), and S”): S), S’), and S”) are
supermodularity assumptions on over ,

and , respectively (supermodularity is defined in
Appendix Section D). In simple terms, a supermodular func-
tion of two variables , has increasing differences;
see Definition 5 in Appendix Section D and [21]. The most
important feature of a supermodular function is that

increases in its argument . Such “comple-
mentarity” is widely used in economics [21]. In Section IV-B,
we interpret the supermodularity assumption as an economic
incentive given to the sensor manager to deploy certain sensors
based on the distance of the target to the base station. Finally,
similar to the above discussion about A1”), condition S”) is
more restrictive than S) or S’). Also, setting in S”)
yields the supermodularity assumption in [14] for linear costs.

4) Assumption R): R) is typically the most restrictive as-
sumption in the set of conditions for Theorem 1 to hold. There-
fore, we now give an extensive discussion of R). First, note that
R) is more general than the following Assumption I) that is used
in the POMDP literature for proving optimality of threshold
policies (see [14]):

I) For actions ,
(see (8)) is assumed independent of . For action ,

evolves according to (8) and can
depend on .

Clearly Assumption I) is a special case of our Assumption R) by
choosing , and in (28). Assumption I) requires
the information state update when using actions
to be functionally independent of the information state when
deploying action . I) can be justified in machine replacement
problems (Section IV-A) and scheduling between a filter and
stationary predictor (Section IV-C) but is difficult to justify in
other sensor scheduling problems.

In comparison to the functional independence requirement
of I), Assumption R) requires that when deploying action

, the information state is quantized to a MLR
grid and then updated according to (8), while when
deploying action the information state is updated with full
accuracy, i.e., unquantized. Thus, unlike I), Assumption R)
allows for quantized feedback or equivalently the introduction
of additional quantization noise to the Bayesian state when
deploying actions .

Why Is Assumption R) Required?: With R), to prove that the
optimal policy is monotone, it suffices to prove that the
value function is monotone and is supermod-
ular. Relaxing Assumption R) would require directly proving
supermodularity of in Bellman’s
equation (22) which is an unsolved problem, apart from the spe-
cial two state Markov chain case; see for example [14] and [19].

Approximate Models That Satisfy R): In Section IV, a sensor/
machine replacement example is given where R) holds exactly.
For examples where R) does not hold exactly, we construct an
approximate model which is still a POMDP that satisfies R). The
accuracy of the approximation is specified by the parameter
defined in (33) and is illustrated in Section IV for a radar sched-
uling problem and filter/predictor scheduling problem. In such
cases where R) holds for the approximate model (but not for
the original model), one does not quantize the information state
in the actual implementation of the tracker. Instead, R) should
be thought of as a modeling approximation which results in a
POMDP that has an optimal threshold scheduling policy for an
otherwise computationally intractable problem. We then use the
threshold policy for this approximate POMDP [that satisfies R)]
for the original POMDP (i.e., without quantizing the informa-
tion state).

Typically, in constructing an approximate model where As-
sumption R) holds, the quantization is applied to the infor-
mation state before deploying the more accurate actions. The
intuition behind this is clear: in sensor scheduling, one switches
to a cheaper coarse sensor only when one has a very good esti-
mate of the target’s position and one expects that the inaccuracy
in the estimates using the coarse sensor does not get too bad.
On the other hand, for an accurate sensor, the information state
rapidly forgets its initial condition and so an accurate initial con-
dition is not critical, see Section IV-B-5 for a more formal de-
scription. Thus, R) says that if we are willing to construct an ap-
proximate model where additional quantization noise is added
to the more accurate sensors, then the optimal scheduling policy
is threshold—otherwise the problem is intractable.

How Many Quantization Levels R?: Consider
accurate, inaccurate . Such POMDP problems involving two

sensors are the main focus of our applications in Section IV. As
mentioned above, for models where R) does not exactly hold,
we construct an approximate quantized information state model
where R) holds. (Recall quantization is applied to only
before deploying sensor accurate; it is not used before
deploying inaccurate.) How large should be chosen
to adequately approximate the true model? Note that the optimal
policy satisfies Bellman’s equation (22), which depends
on the information state update and the normalization .
So a measure for the approximation error due to quantization is

(33)

Clearly, if , the original and unquantized models have
identical probability laws, and hence identical Bellman’s
equations and optimal policies. Hence, for cases where is
small, the optimal policy for the approximate model (which is
threshold using Theorem 2) is close to optimal for the orig-
inal model. In numerical studies (Section VII), for a 20-state
POMDP, choosing and yields small approxima-
tion error .

Assumption R) Results in a Valid Information State Update:
This is shown as follows: For actions ,
first apply the “quantization” transition probability matrix

to the information state . This yields the
quantized information state . Then apply
the transition matrix and observation matrix to yield the
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information state update (8). Thus, the information state update
in R) is a valid Bayesian update of the form (8). The quantiza-
tion matrix is a valid transition probability matrix (since it
is a stochastic matrix), although it is information state depen-
dent. Thus, we have a nonstandard POMDP where the cost and
transition probability matrix are nonlinear functions of the in-
formation state.

IV. EXAMPLES OF MLR THRESHOLD POLICIES IN SENSOR
REPLACEMENT AND RADAR SCHEDULING

In this section, we explain the context and limitations of as-
sumptions A1), A2), A3), S), S’), and R) in terms of three ex-
amples. The first example involving sensor replacement satisfies
the assumptions exactly. For the second and third examples, we
construct approximate models that satisfy R).

A. Example 1: Sensor/Machine Maintenance Problem

The benchmark POMDP maintenance problem (see [14]
and references therein) comprises a sensor/machine whose
state takes on one of possible values. Assume the states are
ordered so that denotes the best state, and the worst
state of the sensor/machine. The state is partially observed
via the quality of the output of the machine or the quality of
service of output of the sensor. At each time slot , one can
choose between continuing to operate the sensor/machine or
repair it or even replace it. Action denotes continue
operating the machine in which case the state of the machine
degrades over time according to a Markov chain evolving on
the state space . Actions
denote various degrees of “repair” or “replace” actions that
reset the state of the machine to some action dependent known
state , . For example, action 1 replaces the
machine/sensor in which case the machine/sensor will start
operating at the best state . Assumption I) of Section III-E-4
holds since when the machine is serviced or replaced it starts
at a known fixed state. If the costs, transition matrix and obser-
vation matrices satisfy A1), A2), A3), and S), then the optimal
policy is monotone. So, our results generalize the sensor/ma-
chine replacement POMDP problem in [14] to nonlinear costs
and MLR ordering on lines .

B. Example 2: Electronic-Scanned-Array Radar/IR Sensor
Scheduling (Continued)

Continuing from Section II-A, consider a POMDP sensor
scheduling problem involving collaboration between a high res-
olution ESA radar and a less accurate IR sensor. Note

.
Full Kinematic Tracking Mode: If is deployed,

the ESA radar provides extended detection and full kinematic
information about the target in a specified attack volume [3,
p. 82] for the scheduling interval of length . The radar
records the observation vector defined in (4) comprising
of noisy distance measurements of the target to the base station.
Using a Bayesian tracker, the updated optimal filtered (condi-
tional mean) estimate of the aircraft’s position is computed
using (8).

IR Sensor Tracking Mode: If is deployed, the inaccu-
rate sensor is used over a scheduling interval of length .
The information state is updated using (8).

1) Assumption A1), A1’), and A1”): When the target is far
away from the base station, the sensors operate under low threat
modes such as the search or acquisition mode. In these modes, it
is important not to utilize too many resources on the target, since
the sensors need to be used for monitoring or tracking other
more high-threat targets. Since is the farthest distance and

is the closest distance, this requires to be decreasing
in for each —which is Assumption A1”). Assumptions A1)
and A1’) relax A1”) and only require that is the largest
cost and is the smallest cost.

2) Assumption A2): Due to physical continuity arguments, if
the target is at state , , at time (recall denotes
the fast time scale), then at time , it is reasonable to assume
that it is either still in state or with a lesser probability in the
neighboring states or . The target’s dynamics can then
be modeled as a state Markov chain with tridiagonal transition
probability matrix with for and .
That is, all the elements are zero outside the main diagonal and
the first super-diagonal and sub-diagonal. As shown in [8, pp.
99–100], a necessary and sufficient condition for tridiagonal
to be TP2 is that . Such a diagonally
dominant tridiagonal matrix satisfies Assumption A2).

3) Assumption A3): Several observation probabilities models
satisfy A3). For example, suppose each sensor measures the
target in quantized Gaussian noise. Define the observation ma-
trix as

where

with (34)

Here, denotes the noise variance of the sensor and
thus reflects the quality of its measurements. It is easily verified
that satisfies A3). As a second example, consider the ob-
servation matrix where the observation probabilities die
geometrically fast with the error between the reported observa-
tion and true distance , i.e., set , in
(34). Then, for any , A3) holds for .

In numerical examples, we consider a third example moti-
vated by [5] as follows: Choose . Denote the detection
probabilities of the and sensors as

Assume that the distance the sensors report is never more than
1 discrete location away from the true distance. So ,

in (6) are tridiagonal matrices [see (35), shown at
the bottom of the next page]. Then, it is easily shown that any
choice of implies A3) holds.

4) Assumption S), S’), and S”): Define the differential threat
between deploying the more accurate action 1 and less accu-
rate action 2 when the target is at state as .
Intuitively, this differential threat should become larger when
the target is near. This gives economic incentive for the sensor
scheduler to pick the more accurate action when the target is
close and the threat is high. This requirement directly translates
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into the supermodularity assumption S”). The relaxed condi-
tions S) and S’) only require the differential threat to be largest
for state and smallest for state .

5) Assumption R): Since R) does not hold, we construct
the following approximate model: When deploying

, first quantize the information state according to (28) and
then apply the Bayesian update (8) to . When applying

, update according to the Bayesian filter without
quantization. Then Assumption R) holds and the optimal policy
is threshold for this approximate model. As discussed below
(33), for small approximation error , this threshold policy is
close to optimal for the original model.

Here are two examples where the approximation error
in (33) is small.

a) Idealized Radar: Consider an idealized high-resolution
radar that yields perfect observations of the target, i.e.,

, where is a diagonal matrix with
1 in the th position and zeros elsewhere. Let , ,

denote the sample path trajectory when using
the quantization approximation, and , ,
denote the trajectory without using quantization. Then, the
following result holds:

Lemma 2: Consider the above idealized radar. Then,
for any quantization

level and scheduling interval . Further, assuming
, then for any fixed stationary policy , it fol-

lows that and for all . Also the
total sample path costs (see (18)) and

are identical.
As a result, using the quantized information state for the ide-

alized radar is a reasonable approximation.
b) High-SNR Radar: Suppose that the radar has high
SNR compared to the IR sensor. Consider the quantized
Gaussian noise model of (34). We use the following result
in [1], which says that the memory of a HMM Bayesian
filter in Gaussian observation noise is proportional to the
noise variance

Result 1 [1, Theorem 1.3]: The HMM filter memory is
which is . Here, for scheduling interval ,

is the Liapunov exponent.
Remark: For large , the above result says

, i.e, the error goes to
zero exponentially fast with decreasing sensor measurement

noise variance , i.e., more accurate sensor. For the Idealized
Radar example above, since , the filter memory is zero.

C. Example 3: Optimal Scheduling Between Bayesian Filter
and Approximate Bayesian Predictor

Consider Example 2, where the radar (denoted filter) is as
above, but the sensor is replaced by a passive Bayesian pre-
dictor: so filter predict , with scheduling interval lengths

and . If the scheduler chooses predict,
then no observations are recorded, and an optimal Bayesian pre-
dictor is used over scheduling intervals of length to
predict the state of . Hence, predict ,

predict in (6), where denotes the identity
matrix and is the matrix with elements 1. The in-
formation state when predict evolves according to the
optimal Bayesian predictor as

predict (36)

This is a natural sensor scheduling problem: a Bayesian filter
yields an accurate state estimate but is expensive to deploy
since measurements are required, while a Bayesian predictor is
inaccurate but cheap to use.

Assumptions A1), A2), A3), and S) hold similarly to
Example 2.

Assumption R) or I): As in Example 2, Assumption R) does
not hold. Below we give two approximate models for which R)
holds so that threshold scheduling policies are optimal for these
approximate models. (In Section VII, we numerically study the
approximation error .) Theorem 3 of Section V further relaxes
R).

Spatial Approximation: Suppose . When
deploying the filter, if the information state is replaced by the
quantized information state , then assumption R) holds.

Stationary Bayesian Predictor: Suppose instead of (36), a
stationary Bayesian predictor is used. Here, denotes
the stationary distribution of the Markov chain and is the
Perron–Frobenius eigenvector of : , .
Assumption I) holds with predict filter . So
optimal scheduling between a filter and stationary predictor has
a threshold policy. The modeling approximation in using the
above stationary predictor instead of the optimal predictor can
be justified when . For irreducible aperiodic
transition matrix , as , then
geometrically fast. Therefore, for large , the Bayesian
predictor (36) can be approximated by the stationary Bayesian
predictor .

...
. . .

. . .
...

...

(35)
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V. HOW GOOD ARE MYOPIC SCHEDULING POLICIES FOR

NONSTANDARD POMDPs

This section addresses the case where the assumptions of
Theorems 1 and 2 do not hold. Also, instead of optimal sensor
scheduling, we consider myopic sensor scheduling for the spe-
cial case of two actions, i.e., and . Myopic
sensor scheduling policies are widely used for POMDPs due to
the intractability of computing the optimal policy, [9], [10].

The question answered here is: In what regions of the state
space is a myopic policy, denoted , optimal? Compared
to the optimal policy defined in (12), the myopic policy

is a greedy sensor scheduling policy that minimizes the
instantaneous cost (defined in (18)) at each time instant.
Thus

if
if .

(37)

Define the information state space region where the in-
stantaneous cost of using action 2 is larger (dominates) action 1.
That is, with defined in (18), define

(38)

The following relaxed version of R) called R’) requires quan-
tized feedback only on the region .
R’) For action , evolves according

to the Bayesian filter (8). For action [see (39), shown
at the bottom of the page].

The following main result deals with the optimality of myopic
policy for .

Theorem 3 (Optimality of Myopic Scheduling Policies): Con-
sider a nonstandard POMDP with , square or entropy
sensor performance metric, and transition matrix .

1) If , where is a stochastic matrix, then
the optimal policy is myopic for (38), i.e.,

if .
2) If A1), A2), A3), S), and R’) also hold, then is the

MLR increasing in each region , ,
along any line . That is, for ,

implies .
The proof is in Appendix Section F. The above condition

, where is a stochastic matrix, means that
action 1 is more informative than action 2 (more precisely, ac-
tion 1 Blackwell dominates action 2; see [19]). Statement 1 of
the above result states that myopic policy is optimal when the
instantaneous cost of applying the more informative action 1 is
smaller than the instantaneous cost of applying the less informa-
tive action 2. Note that no assumptions on the costs or transition
probability matrix are required. Statement 2 of Theorem 3 says
that when deploying , the information state needs to
be quantized, or equivalently, quantization noise added to the

information state, only when . Thus, condition R’)
substantially relaxes condition R). Note that Theorem 2 also ap-
plies in the region . The proof of Theorem 3 requires con-
vexity of . This holds for the square error and entropy cost
case, but not for the probability of error. Since no assumptions
are required and myopic policies are widely used, Theorem 3 is
useful for a variety of applications.

Example 3. Filter-Predictor POMDP Scheduling: For a
threshold scheduling policy to be optimal in filter-predictor
scheduling, Section IV-C constructed an approximate POMDP
which satisfied R). Using the above theorem and relaxed condi-
tion R’), we can do a lot more. Since and

is arbitrary, choosing satisfies Statement 1 of
Theorem 3. Thus, for any filter-predictor POMDP scheduling
problem, a myopic policy is always optimal when ,
i.e., when filter is cheaper to use than the predictor. Also, from
Statement 2 of Theorem 3, we only need to do the quantization
approximation to satisfy assumption R’) within .

Example 4. Idealized Radar vs IR Sensor Scheduling
(Continued From Section IV-B): Here

filter , is and is
arbitrary. Choosing satisfies Theorem 3. So when
the instantaneous cost of deploying a perfect estimator is
smaller than that of using a filter, the myopic policy of de-
ploying the perfect estimator is optimal.

VI. STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR

COMPUTING BEST LINEAR MLR THRESHOLD

Given the existence of optimal threshold curves (32) via
Theorem 2, the following procedure can be used to estimate
them: Approximate each curve by a user-defined basis func-

tion , where is some finite dimensional parameter. Any
basis function approximation to the threshold curve needs to
capture the essence of Theorem 2: the parameterized optimal
policy, denoted , needs to be MLR increasing on lines

.

This section considers the case when the approximation
is a linear hyperplane. We call such a policy the best linear MLR
threshold sensor scheduling policy. Throughout this section, we
focus on the case . We use the term “best” linear
threshold since we give a condition on the threshold parameter

that is necessary and sufficient for any linear threshold policy
to be MLR increasing on lines , i.e.,

implies . Therefore, under this condition on ,
the optimal linear threshold policy satisfies all the prop-
erties of Theorem 2 and hence qualifies as the best linear MLR
threshold policy that satisfies Theorem 2. We further assume for
notational convenience, that the optimal linear threshold policy
(defined below) does not lie in the hyperplane . Then, we only

for (defined in (38))
for ( defined in(28)).

(39)
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need A1), A2), A3), S), and R) of Theorem 2 to hold. See the dis-
cussion at the end of this section for the case when the threshold
lies in .

A. Structure of Best Linear MLR Threshold Policy

Consider a threshold hyperplane on each region ,
of the form , where denotes

the coefficient vector of the hyperplane. The linear threshold
scheduling policy, denoted in each region , is defined
as (for notational convenience omit dependence of )

if
if

(40)
In light of Theorem 2, to qualify as a linear MLR threshold
policy, the linear threshold policy in (40) needs to be
MLR increasing on lines , i.e., implies

. The following result give a condition on
coefficients that is both necessary and sufficient for this to
hold.

Theorem 4: Consider the POMDP sensor scheduling
problem with . A necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for a linear threshold policy defined in (40) to be
MLR increasing on lines is that the components of the
threshold vector satisfy

(41)

The proof is in Appendix Section G. Due to Theorem
4, the optimal MLR linear threshold estimation problem
can be rewritten as follows: Compute , where

, subject to constraint (41). Here, the
cost is obtained as (12) for threshold policy in (40).
Since it is impossible to analytically compute the cost function

of a POMDP, we resort to simulation-based optimization to
estimate . The stochastic optimization problem is formulated
as follows: For batches , subject to constraint (41)

Compute where and

(42)

Here, is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of in
(12) and is obtained via simulation of the POMDP. The horizon

is chosen as a large positive integer. We can nicely convert the
constrained stochastic optimization problem (42) into an equiv-
alent unconstrained one using the following parameterization:
For any with elements denoted , define
the threshold vector parameterized by as

where

(43)

automatically satisfies constraint (41) since is non-
negative by construction. The constraint ensures a
unique parameterization for the threshold vector . Otherwise,
all elements of could be scaled by a positive constant and
still satisfy (40). The constrained optimization problem (42) is

equivalent to the following unconstrained stochastic optimiza-
tion problem:

Compute where (44)

B. Simulation-Based Stochastic Approximation Algorithm for
Estimating Best Linear MLR Threshold

Algorithm 1 is a policy gradient algorithm that generates a se-
quence of estimates (and thus ), that
converges to a local minimum of the best MLR linear threshold

, with policy .

Algorithm 1: Threshold-Based Policy Gradient Algorithm for
POMDP Sensor Scheduling

Assume POMDP parameters satisfy assumptions A1), A2),
A3), S), R), so that the optimal policy is threshold via
Theorem 2.
Step 1) Choose initial threshold coefficients and linear

threshold policy .
Step 2) For iterations :

• evaluate sample cost via (42) and
gradient estimate using policy ;

• update threshold coefficients according to
(43), where is updated via ( denotes step
size)

and

(45)

Because the stochastic gradient algorithm (45) converges
to local optima, it is necessary to try several initial condi-
tions, and pick the best threshold. Alternatively, a globally
convergent discrete stochastic approximation algorithm [12]
can be used. Since the explicit dependence of on is
not known, it is not possible to compute in (45)
analytically. We need to use gradient estimation to compute an
estimate . Gradient estimation can be performed
using the finite difference estimator described below or a
more sophisticated algorithm such as IPA (infinitesimal per-
turbation analysis), or weak derivatives [18]. Here, we use the
Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA)
algorithm [20] due to its computational efficiency. The SPSA
algorithm [20] picks a single random direction along which
direction the derivative is evaluated at each batch . The main
advantage of SPSA is that evaluating the gradient estimate

in (45) requires only two POMDP simulations, i.e.,
the number of evaluations is independent of dimension of
parameter . The SPSA algorithm uses

with probability 0.5
with probability 0.5. (46)

Here, the -dimensional vector with random elements
, denotes the random direction chosen by the
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SPSA algorithm. Typically, in (46) and in (45) are chosen
so that (see [20]).

Theorem 5: The sequence generated by the threshold-
based policy gradient Algorithm 1 converges as to a
local optimum of (defined in (42)) with probability
one (w.p.1).

Note for fixed , the samples in (42) are simulated in-
dependently and have identical distribution. The proof of con-
vergence for stochastic gradient algorithms is straightforward
(see [18]).

Discussion: Sensors: For sensors, there are up
to linear thresholds in each region . Then, (41) in The-
orem 4, along with the constraint that any two linear thresholds
do not intersect in , is a sufficient (but not necessary) con-
dition for the multiple linear thresholds to be MLR increasing
on lines . Because (41) is no longer a necessary condi-
tion, for , the linear thresholds are only optimal amongst
the class of linear thresholds satisfying (41). Algorithm 1 is ex-
tended to sensors by introducing the constraint that the
linear thresholds do not intersect. (If thresholds are allowed to
intersect, resolving the optimal action in each region is a diffi-
cult problem.)

Discussion: Search Space for Optimal Linear Threshold:
Suppose the optimal linear threshold obtained from Algorithm
1 lies in , i.e., (see Remark iv) following
Theorem 2). Then, from Theorem 2, we only need to search for
the optimal linear threshold policy in the -dimensional
simplex . Define the unit subsimplexes comprising of
edge points , where . Thus,

defined in (10). Also in analogy to in (25) denote
. The procedure to search for the optimal linear

threshold denoted is as follows.

Algorithm 2: Optimal Linear Threshold Search Algorithm

Set index and initialize , . Run
Algorithm 1 to determine .

optimal linear threshold lies in , i.e.,
and ,

Ensure conditions A1), S) apply on and ,
i.e., on lines towards .

Run Algorithm 1 on simplex to compute optimal
linear threshold .

Set

If the above procedure terminates with , then for all
information states , it is optimal to apply action ,
apart from possibly . In this case, the threshold is de-
generate (see Remark iii) following Theorem 2). Otherwise, the
procedure will terminate at some and the optimal
linear threshold lies in the dimensional simplex .
In this case the optimal linear threshold policy is to apply ac-
tion for all information states which have at least one
nonzero element amongst .

Piecewise Linear Thresholds: We also estimated the best two
segment piecewise linear approximation to the optimal MLR
threshold. However, the results were not significantly better than
using the linear threshold since the information state trajectory
in our examples is very sparsely distributed over the simplex.

VII. NUMERICAL STUDIES

We present numerical examples for the Radar/IR sensor
scheduling POMDP discussed in Section IV-B. Since assump-
tion R) does not hold, we construct a new POMDP that applies
the quantization approximation to the original POMDP when
choosing the sensor, as described in Section IV-B-5.
Under the conditions of Theorem 2, the optimal scheduling
policy is threshold for this approximate model POMDP. We
numerically explore the accuracy of the POMDP model ap-
proximation in terms of the error in (33). We emphasize
again that in the numerical studies below, we do not quan-
tize the information state in the actual implementation of the
Bayesian state estimator. Instead the justification of R) for an
approximate model implies that a threshold scheduling policy
is a reasonable approximation to an otherwise computationally
intractable problem.

The target mobility is modeled by the tridiagonal tran-
sition matrix which is identical in structure to in (35), with

replaced by transition probability , where .
Here, is a target mobility parameter, e.g., describes a
slowly moving target. The following parameters were chosen
for Algorithm 1 and the SPSA algorithm (46): , ,

, , . These values of and are
suggested in [20]. Parameters , , are chosen based on several
trial runs. Different choices of , , only affected the initial it-
erations of Algorithm 1.

A. Sensor Scheduling With 20-State 2-Action POMDP

We illustrate Theorem 2 and Algorithm 1 for solving a large
(20-state, 2-action) nonstandard POMDP in radar scheduling
described in Section IV-B. Such POMDPs would otherwise be
computationally intractable. We chose mobility parameter

in , and (see (2)).
Sensor Usage Costs: ,

, . Our rationale for the above
usage cost is: The term , means that the
usage cost is proportional to the target distance. Also the radar
has higher usage cost than the cheaper IR sensor.

Sensor Performance Cost: We choose
, , , , and use the

square error sensor performance cost (19). It is easily checked
that the above costs satisfy the supermodularity and mono-
tonicity assumptions S), S’) and A1) and A1’) of Theorem 2.
Also (see Section IV-B), the above choice of and implies
that Assumptions A2) and A3) hold.

Numerical Exploration of Accuracy of Quantized Model in
Assumption R): Here, we explore numerically the model ap-
proximation error in (33) as a function of the number of
quantization level and scheduling interval . Recall that

is a worst case measure of the distance between the orig-
inal model which is an intractable POMDP and the approximate
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Fig. 2. Effect of the radar scheduling interval and the number of quantization levels on the model approximation error defined in (33) for a 20-state
2-action POMDP. For , is negligible even for small values of . (a) ; (b) .

Fig. 3. Two examples of sample paths of cost (42) for a 20-state
2-action POMDP with square error cost using Algorithm 1.

model whose POMDP has an optimal threshold policy. The sim-
plex is divided into regions such that ,

. Fig. 2 plots the model approximation error
for different radar scheduling intervals and the number
of quantization regions . With increasing , steeply
decreases. With the increase of , shows a much slower de-
crease. Fig. 2 numerically shows that for , is small
even for small number of quantization levels .

Convergence Properties of Policy Gradient Algorithm 1: We
used Algorithm 1 of Section VI-B and the SPSA algorithm
(46) with horizon of to estimate the optimal linear
MLR threshold policy for the above POMDP with ,

. Fig. 3 shows two examples of sample paths of the
cost plotted versus iteration number ; one for

, the other for . For ,

Fig. 4. Effect of radar detection probability on discounted cost
(42) of the optimal linear threshold policy (computed using Algorithm 1).
The 3-state 2-action POMDP is specified in Section VII-B.

the model approximation error in Fig. 2 is neglible. So the
optimal threshold policy for the approximate model is near op-
timal for the true model. Fig. 3 shows that Algorithm 1 con-
verges rapidly.

B. Sensor Scheduling With 3-State 2-Action POMDP

Consider the sensor scheduling problem described
in Section IV-B with states, in , ,

. is a parameter that is varied below. Thus, A2)
and A3) hold. The remaining POMDP parameters were chosen
as , ,

, , ,
. Note that these costs satisfy S), S’) and A1), A1’) for the

square error, entropy (for in (16)), and probability of
error sensor performance costs. Since Assumption R) does not
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Fig. 5. POMDP sensor scheduling for states between a Bayesian filter and predictor. (a) The model approximation error (33). (b) The optimal linear
threshold computed using Algorithm 1 is shown for . The region (38), where the myopic policy of choosing filter is shown. The information state
trajectory is shown in markers.

hold, as described in Section IV-B-5, we construct an approxi-
mate model with quantization boundaries ,

(see (29)) so that R) holds for this approximate
model. Theorems 1 and 2 then imply that the optimal policy is
threshold.

Fig. 4 illustrates the influence of the detection probability
defined in (35) on the cost of the optimal linear threshold

policy for and . The optimal linear
threshold policies were computed using Algorithm 1. For each
value of , 200 iterations of Algorithm 1 were performed
with horizon and the value plotted in Fig. 4. Fig. 4
shows that with increasing radar detection probability ,
the optimal cost decreases for the square error, entropy and prob-
ability of error cost. A possible explanation is that as in-
creases, the information state trajectory resides more frequently
in the vicinity of the simplex edges. This gives the sensor sched-
uler more flexibility to pick the best sensor and hence results in
a lower total cost.

C. Scheduling Between Bayesian Filter and Predictor

Consider the filter predictor scheduling problem of
Section IV-C with states, , , as
above with , filter , ;

filter , predict ,
filter predict , filter , predict ,

. All the conditions of Theorem 2 hold apart from
R). We construct the spatial approximation quantized model
described in Section IV-C so that R) holds. Then, by Theorem
2, the optimal policy for the approximate model is threshold.
Fig. 5(a) shows the model approximation error versus sched-
uling interval and quantization level . It is clear that
for , , the error is small. So the threshold
optimal policy for the approximate model is near optimal
for the original model. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the optimal linear

threshold computed using Algorithm 1 for . As discussed
in Example 3 of Section V, for filter/predictor scheduling, we
can use Theorem 3 to determine the region , where the
myopic action of picking filter is optimal. We show in
Fig. 5(b) this region . The regions and were chosen in

in accordance with Theorem 3. The threshold in is
degenerate i.e., that action filter is optimal throughout .
In region , there is a well-defined linear threshold, to the left
of which the optimal action is predict [the shaded region
in Fig. 5(b)].

Finally, we compare the optimal linear threshold policy with
the optimal policy for a standard POMDP for the filter/predictor
scheduling problem. Recall that for a standard POMDP, we can
compute the optimal policy via value iteration since the value
function is piecewise linear and convex for any finite horizon.
The parameters are chosen identical to above except that
(so we have a standard POMDP), filter and .
Fig. 6 illustrates the optimal linear threshold computed using
Algorithm 1 with the SPSA algorithm. We then computed the
optimal policy via value iteration using the POMDP software
package in [5]. After 2615 iterations, the value iteration algo-
rithm converged to a value function comprising of 21 distinct
piecewise linear segments. This optimal policy is graphically
shown in Fig. 6 and is almost linear, despite comprising of
21 segments. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the linear threshold
policy is very close to the optimal policy.

It is instructive to compare the final cost obtained by dif-
ferent scheduling policies. The percentage increase in cost
using the linear threshold policy compared to the optimal
policy is 1.7%. In comparison, using a purely myopic policy
results in a 11% increase. Finally, using a naive scheduling
policy that randomly chooses between the predictor and filter
with equal probability, results in a 32% increase compared to
the optimal policy.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between optimal linear MLR threshold policy and op-
timal policy for a standard 3-state POMDP (i.e., ) involving scheduling
between a Bayesian filter and predictor.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented conditions under which the optimal sensor
scheduling policy for a POMDP has a threshold policy with
respect to the monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) ordering.
The main results were as follows. i) Formulation of a non-
standard POMDP with nonlinear costs such as mean square
error, entropy and probability of error. ii) Sufficient conditions
(A1/A1’/A1”), A2), A3), (S/S’/S”), R) to ensure that the op-
timal sensor scheduling policy is MLR monotone which
leads to a MLR threshold policy. iii) The use of Blackwell
ordering to prove that without these sufficient conditions, one
can give regions of where a myopic policy is optimal. iv) A
stochastic approximation algorithm to estimate the best MLR
linear threshold policy.

For infinite-horizon average-cost POMDPs, assuming that
the optimal stationary policy exists, Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and
Algorithm 1 hold, since an average-cost POMDP can be con-
structed as the limit of a infinite-horizon dis-
counted-cost problem.

APPENDIX

A. Main Steps in Proof of Main Result

We prove Theorem 1 in the following three steps.
Step 1) Sufficient conditions for A1): We give sufficient

conditions for A1) to hold for three types of nonstan-
dard POMDPs involving i) quadratic, ii) entropy,
and (iii) probability of error cost.

Step 2) Sufficient conditions for to be monotone:
After establishing Step 1, A1), A2), and A3) are used
to prove that the value function in Bellman’s
equation is MLR increasing in .

Step 3) Sufficient conditions for optimal policy to be
monotone: After proving monotonicity of the value
function, A1), A2), A3), S), and R) are used to
prove Theorem 1 holds.

Properties of MLR Order and Stochastic Dominance: We use
the following properties [16, pp.12–15].

Lemma 3: The following properties hold on ,
, and .

i) On , is the least, and is the greatest element.
On , is the least, and is the greatest.
On , is the greatest, and is the least
element.

ii) Convex combinations of MLR comparable information
states form a chain. For any ,

.
iii) All points on a line or are MLR com-

parable. Consider any two points ,
(26). Then, implies . Similarly,
for for , . Fi-
nally, and implies

.
Definition 4 (First-Order Stochastic Dominance [16]): Let
, . Then, first-order stochastically dominates
—denoted as —if for

.
Result 2 [16]: i) Let , . Then, implies

. ii) Let denote the set of all dimensional vectors
with nondecreasing components, i.e., . Then,
a necessary and sufficient condition for is that for all

, .

B. Step 1: Sufficient Conditions A1), A1’), and A1”) for
Square Error Cost

Lemma 4 [16]: All information states are of the
form , .

Theorem 6 (Monotonicity of ): Consider the square
error cost, or entropy cost or probability of error cost
in (19), (20), or (21) for fixed . Under A1), then
is MLR decreasing for , i.e., , ,

.
Proof: We prove the result for the square error cost case.

The proofs for A1’) are similar. The proof for A1”) involves
showing MLR monotonicity in all directions and is
omitted due to lack of space. To prove A1), starting with in
Lemma 4, we need to show that is MLR decreasing
with , i.e., . Define for notational conve-
nience . Then

Our aim is to compute a lower bound of the right-hand side
(RHS) of the above inequality. Clearly, choosing the cost vector

so that is smaller than this lower bound
is a sufficient condition for . Notice that the
RHS is linear in , where and so attains its minimum
value at the extreme points (i.e., at or ). So we only
need to check two cases:

Case a—choosing , the above inequality becomes
;

Case b—choosing , the inequality is
.
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It is clear that the RHS for Case a is smaller than Case b,
since the difference in the RHS of the two expressions is

, which is nonpositive. Thus, clearly a
sufficient condition on the cost vector that ensures Case
a, automatically implies Case b. Therefore, we only focus on
Case a.

Consider the RHS of Case a. We need to compute a lower
bound over . We show the following.

Lemma 5: The RHS of Case a, denoted as RHS
attains its minimum

over when .
Proof of Lemma: First, it is easily seen that for ,

RHS . Any can be represented
as the convex combination . Substituting into
RHS yields

RHS

However, by Jensen’s inequality,
. Substituting this into RHS yields

RHS

RHS

The last inequality holds since because is
the maximum element of (see (2)).

Returning to the proof of the theorem. From the above
lemma, and is a
sufficient condition for . Finally, the optimal
policy is unchanged by adding a constant (independent of ac-
tion and state) to the cost function. Therefore, add the constant

to the cost function keeping in mind that
. This yields A1).

C. Step 2: Monotonicity of Value Function

Lemma 6: If , then assuming (28),
.

Proof: From Result 2i), implies that .
Then, Result 2ii) implies since by definition (29)
is a vector with decreasing components. Assume that for some

that , so that
using (28). Then, clearly implies only one of the
following two possibilities can hold: Either ,
in which case , or , in which
case from (28) it follows that , with

. Thus, .

On fast time scale (see Section II-A), define the one-stage
Bayesian filter and normalization

Note that in (8) is simply the composite operator
applied times.

Lemma 7 [14, Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3]: Assume A2) and
A3). Consider . Then:

i) implies . The
result also holds for , and

since is monotone (Lemma 6) and
is the composition of .

ii) implies , and
.

iii) For (see (4)), implies
.

The following theorem shows that in Bellman’s equa-
tion is MLR increasing in .

Theorem 7 (Monotonicity of Value Function): Consider the
value function in (22). Under assumptions A1), A2), and
A3) or A1), A2), A3), and R), is MLR increasing on lines

.
Remark: In the proofs below, since , the above

properties proved for hold for .
Proof: The proof is by mathematical induction using the

value iteration algorithm (23). Choose as an arbitrary
MLR increasing function of in (23). Consider (23) at any stage

. Assume that is increasing in . Consider .
Denote the optimal actions for these states as and .
Then, (23) yields

by optimality of

by Lemma 8 below

by definition (23)

The last inequality holds since implies
from Theorem 6.

Lemma 8: If , then
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Proof: To prove the result, we work with the fast
time scale defined in Section II-A. It is easily veri-
fied that for ,

, where is defined by the following
recursion on the fast time scale :

, initialized
by . Using this recursion, we need to show
inductively that implies that
for . By induction hypothesis of The-
orem 7, is MLR increasing in .
Suppose is MLR increasing in . From Lemma
7iii), is MLR increasing in . Thus, the vector

has nondecreasing components. From
Lemma 7ii), . Applying Result 2ii) to

and implies

(last inequality due to Lemma 7i)).

D. Step 3: Monotone Optimal Scheduling Policies
We first define the key concept of supermodularity. We re-

strict the definition to the MLR order defined on the fol-
lowing line segments (see (25), (28), and (29) for definitions):

where . Each
is the portion of line segment in the region

that connects to . Because is a chain
(see Definition 3), so is .

Definition 5 (Supermodular Function):
is said to be supermodular if

, , .
Result 3 [21]: If is supermodular,

then is MLR increasing on ,
i.e., .

Remark: To motivate the use of supermodularity, choose
, where is defined in the dynamic

programming recursion (22). If we show that is super-
modular, then Result 3 implies the optimal scheduling policy

is MLR increasing in on the line segments .
Proof of Theorem 1: In light of Result 3, we need to show

that defined in (22) is supermodular, i.e.,
is MLR increasing in for

. However

(47)

First consider the term in
(47). Define and . Applying
Theorem 6 yields that is MLR increasing on
if supermodular condition S) holds. So we only need to show
that in
(47) is MLR increasing for and . Since

, clearly . Invoke assumption R) and (28) for
action . By R), in each region , is a constant,
and and are replaced by
and , which are functionally independent of .
So the term in (47) is a constant
independent of in each region . So we only need to
show in (47) is MLR increasing for

. There are two possible cases.
Case 1) If , then from R), ,

are replaced by quantized versions ,
. So is also a

constant independent of .
Case 2) If , then from R), and

remain unquantized. Then, monotonicity of
in directly follows

from Lemma 8 in Appendix Section C.
Therefore, in both cases

is MLR increasing.

E. Proof of Theorem 2

Consider and . For each (25),
construct the pair of line segments connecting to

as in (26) and connecting to as in (27). Parts
(1) and (2) of Theorem 1 say that is monotone for

and . There are three possibilities.
1) Threshold on line : If for some

, then define the threshold as the largest informa-
tion state in for which the optimal policy is ac-
tion 1 ( is defined in (27)):
where . This means

.
2) Threshold on line : Suppose Case 1 does not hold,

i.e., for . Then either at some
point it is optimal to pick action , or it
never optimal to pick . If the former holds, define the
threshold as the largest with optimal action

.
3) Degenerate threshold: Neither 1 or 2 hold, i.e., it is never

optimal to apply on .
Case 1 and 2 cannot hold simultaneously unless .

Otherwise Case 1 would imply and Case 2 would
imply resulting in a contradiction. The above con-
struction implies that on , there is a unique
threshold point . Note that the entire simplex can be cov-
ered by considering all pairs of lines , for

, i.e., . Combining all
points for all pairs of lines , , ,
yields a unique threshold curve in denoted .

F. Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 3 is proved for standard POMDPs in [19, Corollary
5.5] and requires to be convex. This is true for for standard
POMDP problems [14]. For nonstandard POMDPs, can
be shown to be convex for the square error and entropy sensor
performance metrics using mathematical induction as follows:
Consider the value iteration algorithm (23). Note [4] that con-
vexity is preserved through maximization in (23). Thus, since

is convex, is convex for all .
Proof of statement 2 is similar to Theorem 1.
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G. Proof of Theorem 4

Sufficiency: We prove that if is MLR increasing on
, then for all . If is MLR in-

creasing on , it follows from Lemma 3 that
for , where

, and defined in (25). The above
condition can be written as

for all . Since
, the previous expression is positive iff

for all . This implies that for any .
Necessity: We show if for all then

is MLR increasing on . Consider , on the line
. From (26), and

with and . If for
all then is of the
same sign as , for all . Therefore, if , then

and is MLR increasing on .
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